Israeli Election and the Great Triangle
There have been about 67 different varieties of meaning given
to the Israeli election. Some of them are fascinating. but none of
them is to be taken seriously until the dust settles. which might
take a while.
Even the garrulous American administration held its tongue following
the elections. setting a good example for everyone .
Meanwhile. it is worth emphasizing that one element in the total picture remains unchanged: the nature of the relationship between the
American Jewish community and Israel. The American
Jewish community is one point in a profound triangle
which includes itself. Israel and the American government. There is one line from point A. American Jewry.
to point B. Israel. And there is a different line from
point A. American Jewry to point C. the American
government . And there is a different line between
points B and C. These three different lines represent
three sharply different relationships. and it is best not
to muddle them.
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Individual American Jews. like individual Israelis.
have many different sources of attachment to Israel. For some. the impluse is primarily religious; . for others. "ethnic; " for some, traditionally
Zionist; for others more generally historical. But for all American Jews
there is a common denominator: an overwhelming concern for that
human body of Israel. the Israelis. for whom a Jewish State in the land of
Israel is the only possibility for life, dignity and continuity. That is the
basis of American Jewish unity for the "survival of Israel."
But the survival of Israel, for the foreseeable future , depends on the
third point in the Great Triangle: America. And American Jews, as
American citizens, relate significantly to that point as well as to Israel.
It would be tragic if the American Jewish community attempted to
flatten the Great Triangle into a simple straight line . with American Jews
at some mid-point on that line between Israel and America. That would
happen if we become an explicit instrument of American policy to try to
influence Israeli policy; or an explicit instrument of Israeli policy to try to
influence American policy. By either mode. we would destroy the
triangle ; we would lose our independent access to and much of our ~ffect
on both Israel and America . We might lose more than that. In an effort
to maintain the delicate triangular balance. the JCRC some time ago
suggested some guidelines. including the following :
" . .. The jo,b of the American Jewish community is not to support or
attack specific elements of Israel's foreign policy. Its first job is to effectivel y relate the consensual feelings of the American Jewish citizenry
as to the framework within which the American government should
approach the problems of the Middle East. These seem to be the main
elements of that consensual framework: 1) The security of Israel is
fundamental both to peace in the Middle East and to American national
interest; 2) Peace in the Middle East can best come through negotiations
between the parties in the Middle East ; 3) Such negotiations must be
based on the recognition of Israel's legitimacy as a nation ; 4) Both
Israel's ability to negotiate and maintain a durable peace in the Middle
East depends upon Israel's economic and military capacity to defend
itself against attack .. . "
What. after all' happened last week '! Ttie Israeli people voted . It
would seem that for some change in domestic policy. After all. Likud
picked up only a couple more seats than before; and most of Labor's
votes were taken away by DMC , a party which basically has the same
foreign policy approach as Labor . However the overall result will also
undoubtedly include some shift in foreign policy strategy.
But none of this affects the basis of American Jewish unity on the
question of Israel's survival - nor the validity of the four points ·
described above . And the expression of this is the main function which
the American Jewish community, as such, has to exercise on the
triangle's line between itself and the American government.
American Jews. will continue to have varied points of view on the
specifics of Israel's foreign policy. and will continue to express them . But
lest there develop misunderstanding or erosion . it is more imperative
than ever for American Jewry to use the line between itself and the
American government to strongly transmit its common and unified
agenda with respect to Israel and the United States.
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But the survival of Israel, for the foreseeable future, depends on the third
point in the Great Triangle; America.

And American Jews, as American citizens,
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more seats than befor¢; and most of Labor's votes were taken away by DMC, a
party which basically has the same foreign policy approach as Labor.

However

the overall result will also undoubtedly include some shift in foreign policy
strategy.

But none of this affects the basis of American Jewish unity on the question
of Israel's survival - nor the validity of the four points described above.
And the expression of this is the main function which the American Jewish
community, as such, has to exercise on the triangle's line between itself and
the American government.

American Jews will continue to have varied points of view on the specifics
of Israel's foreign policy, and will continue to express them.

But lest there

develop misunderstanding or erosion, it is more imperative than ever
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American Jewry to use the line between itself and the American government to
strongly transmit its common and unified agenda with respect to Israel and
the United States.

